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Abstract

The machine translation (MT) field seems to fo-
cus heavily on English and other high-resource
languages. Though, low-resource MT (LRMT)
is receiving more attention than in the past. Suc-
cessful LRMT systems (LRMTS) should make
a compelling business case in terms of demand,
cost and quality in order to be viable for end
users. When used by communities where low-
resource languages are spoken, LRMT quality
should not only be determined by the use of tra-
ditional metrics like BLEU, but it should also
take into account other factors in order to be
inclusive and not risk overall rejection by the
community. MT systems based on neural meth-
ods tend to perform better with high volumes
of training data, but they may be unrealistic
and even harmful for LRMT. It is obvious that
for research purposes, the development and cre-
ation of LRMTS is necessary. However, in this
article, we argue that two main workarounds
could be considered by companies that are con-
sidering deployment of LRMTS in the wild:
human-in-the-loop and sub-domains.

1 Introduction

This research-based guide surveys the literature
in order to provide a guide for companies that
plan on deploying low-resource machine transla-
tion systems (LRMTS) in the wild. The guide is
meant to be used as a practical manner of knowing
whether or not the LRMTS meets the minimum re-
quirements established by the literature to support
those who live in regions where the respective low-
resource language is spoken. Much of the work
in computational linguistics and machine transla-
tion (MT) focuses on high-resource languages, and
especially English. In a recent ACL-2022 con-
ference (Muresan et al., 2022) and MT workshop
(WMT-2022 (Koehn et al., 2022)), there is consid-
erable interest in “the Bender rule” (Bender et al.,
2021) which states that the research community

should move beyond English and even beyond high-
resource languages. There are a number of com-
mercial MT products that support an amazingly
large set of language combinations, and there are
some research groups that are attempting to sup-
port even more combinations (Costa-jussà et al.,
2022). Of course, some language pairs are more
successful than others. Some of the low-resource
language pairs that end up being deployed in the
wild can be considered useful and others not so
useful or even downright unethical (Mager et al.,
2023; Joshi et al., 2019) due to their low quality.

High-quality MT systems are more often than
not back by neural networks; thus, neural machine
translation (NMT) has advanced the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) on many benchmarks. This is particularly
true for high-resource languages like English and
Spanish because neural methods have been shown
to work best with huge amounts of data (Koehn and
Knowles, 2017). More traditional methods such as
phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT)
tend to work better than NMT when training data is
limited. In this article we first explore in Section 2
a list of challenges for companies that are consider-
ing deploying a LRMTS in the wild. Secondly, we
discuss in Section 3 the minimal requirements that
a company should take into consideration when
deploying an LRMTS. After presenting the chal-
lenges and minimum requirements, we provide an
overview of related work in Section 4 to provide
insight into the quality standards in Section 5 and
how to address them in Section 6.

2 Challenge List

We argue that, despite a popular opinion that de-
ploying LRMTS quickly is necessary for success
(Bali et al., 2019), companies that deploy LRMTS
should consider reviewing literature such as this
article to address ethical and responsible concerns
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in order to avoid outright rejection by the low-
resource community that their system targets. From
the company’s perspective, successful LRMTS re-
quire a compelling business case in terms of de-
mand, cost and quality. Companies are more likely
to fund projects that address those concerns. But,
since quality tends to increase with the size of
the training set (Koehn and Knowles, 2017) in
NMT and even SMT, it can be hard to determine
whether or not a LRMTS should be deployed in
the wild. To avoid rejection of a LRMTS’s deploy-
ment from its targeted community, we propose two
workarounds: (a) human-in-the-loop and (b) sub-
domains to address the following three challenges
that a LRMTS’s creator must overcome as a first
(not only) step:

Challenge 1. The business case needs to be
compelling in terms of demand, cost, and qual-
ity.
Challenge 2. The LRMTS’s quality should
be good enough to provide value to its target
community.
Challenge 3. Workarounds should be consid-
ered when MT quality is low.

3 Minimum Viable Product (MVP):
Minimal Requirements

While high-resource languages can be considered
more reliable for MT, most LRMTS are probably
not up to par for deployment in their respective tar-
get communities. We argue that LRMTS deployed
for the wrong reason may cause more harm than
help. If the needs of the of the low-resource com-
munity are not taken into account, results can be
disastrous and difficult to turn around (Haroutunian,
2022). At a minimum, the questions and statements
below should be addressed.

What if the low-resource community is not in-
terested? Risks associated with widespread adop-
tion of digital system deployed in the wild, such as
Risks 1.0 and 2.0 defined by (Church et al., 2022),
can be costly. It is a mistake to deploy LRMTS
into the wild without sufficient demand. The MVP
requires hundreds (if not thousands) of users in
the low-resource community that are willing to use
it. The ethical concerns could by far be more im-
portant than any other factor (Mager et al., 2023).
When a company creates a business case for de-
ploying a LRMTS, it should at a minimum take the
following into consideration: (1) demand (market
size), (2) costs (memory footprint and computa-

tion) and (3) high quality translations for ethical
reasons.

Estimates of Demand. Demand for LRMTS
seems to be low due to the lack of funding from
nations where low-resource languages are spoken.
While there are exceptions such as the European
low-resource projects Horizon1 and others, smaller
countries with less governmental power like Peru,
for example, provide less funding in general. (Ca-
macho and Zevallos, 2020) Demand is focused on
high-resource languages which have more speakers
with more buying power. Nonetheless, with the
introduction of large-language models (LLMs), in-
terest by larger private companies like Meta (Costa-
jussà et al., 2022) in LRMT has increased.

Business demand, while not easily calculable for
low-resource regions, can occur in unforeseen situ-
ations. Crises situations, such as natural disasters,
could constitute enough demand but much harder
to forecast. (Cadwell, 2021) Unfortunately, these
types of disasters can produce a higher demand in
regions where low-resource languages are spoken
and should be considered of upmost importance.

Estimates of Costs. Costs depend on many fac-
tors including computing resources. Due to the
lack of data, LRMTS often attempt to leverage
large-language models (LLMs) for additional per-
formance but LLMs may be too expensive for prac-
tical deployments (Diddee et al., 2022). In addi-
tion to costs, LLMs introduce some more concerns
(Marcus and Davis, 2020). Human-in-the-loop
techniques can address some of these concerns,
though such techniques tend to increase costs.

Estimates of Quality. Quality tends to increase
with the size of the training set. How many parallel
sentences are considered low-resource? We suggest
these rules of thumb as a loose guide but company’s
should research more:

• low resource: ≈ under 300k (Weller-di Marco
and Fraser, 2022; Tars et al., 2022)

• medium resource: ≈ 300k – 3M (Ortega et al.,
2022)

• high resource: over 3M (Jonsson et al., 2020)

Variability of sentence length is an addition con-
sideration that can cause trouble when systems are
deployed in the wild. For low-resource languages,

1https://research-and-innovation.ec.
europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/
funding-programmes-and-open-calls/
horizon-2020_en

https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-2020_en
https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-2020_en
https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-2020_en
https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/funding/funding-opportunities/funding-programmes-and-open-calls/horizon-2020_en
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it is often not feasible to improve quality by in-
creasing the size of the training set. Section 5 will
suggest two workarounds: (a) human-in-the-loop
and (b) subdomains. As will be discussed in Sec-
tion 5, quality not only includes standard metrics
such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), but also other
considerations that may be more difficult to quan-
tify such as biases and respect for cultural diversity.

Human informants can improve quality in a cou-
ple of ways. A LRMTS must have annotators to
provide feedback on the quality of translations be-
fore deploying a system. Similar to others (Castilho
et al., 2018; Way, 2018), the quality must be as-
sessed and agreed upon before delivery. Some-
times, as described in seminal work by (Läubli
et al., 2018), work can be crowdsourced. Whether
the LRMTS be evaluated by crowdsourced humans
or experts in linguistics or a few native speakers as
was done in the work by (Ortega et al., 2020), any
LRMTS that is to be deployed should include at a
minimum well-versed annotator in the LRMTS. In
addition, humans can reject inevitable bad outputs,
as suggested by (Ebrahimi et al., 2023).

4 Related Work

This article is inspired by (Koehn and Knowles,
2017). Their work was written at a time when
neural-based systems were catching up to statis-
tical alternatives, but their paper helped to close
the gap by identifying six actionable challenges
for advocates of neural-based systems. The hope
is that this article provides clear goals for those
developing LRMTS to achieve in a similar way – a
challenge list. This section will survey a few papers
that take a similar approach.

Deployment. A number of papers have dis-
cussed minimum viable product (MVP) in the
context of LRMT. (Joshi et al., 2019) discuss a num-
ber of challenges associated with creating systems
for low-resource language communities. (Farajian
et al., 2017) focus on the challenges of deploy-
ment related to multiple domains, a challenge cov-
ered later in Section 6.2. Their work discusses
accuracy and other preconditions for deployment.
(Garcia et al., 2023) comment on the effects of few-
shot learning in LRMT when translating Icelandic.
Other work (González Rubio, 2014) assesses the
quality of human effort as a metric for MT sys-
tem deployment. Their work addresses a few of
our concerns but this article combines several sub-
challenges not covered by theirs into one (the de-

ployment viability challenge). Other task-specific
MT work (Lewis et al., 2011) provides a “Crisis
Cookbook” of terminology for a deployed LRMTS
in crisis situations but does not address issues from
generic LRMTS. Lastly, one of the more impor-
tant investigations (Diddee et al., 2022) sheds light
on bloated models that use distillation as a form
of compressing models in low-resource system de-
ployment. Their work encroaches on the same path
as this because it takes into account the deployment
of systems that use LLMs for low-resource settings,
by far the most popular approach in current times.

Quality. Much has been written about LRMT
quality. Initial work (Schiaffino and Zearo, 2005)
introduce indices and software that were promising
and included both the MT system and the human;
while their work is notable, we focus on the fol-
lowing seminal work. Mentioned before as a hu-
man value challenge resource, work by (Castilho
et al., 2018) extends previous work (Way, 2018;
Moorkens et al., 2018) by introducing a translation
quality assessment metric that we use in this work
along with other measurements. Other automated
methods such as the one from (Specia et al., 2013;
Specia and Shah, 2018) focus more on creating
predictors for quality rather than the challenge of
measuring human versus machine.

Evaluation. When it comes to evaluation for
LRMT, an article of this nature could report on
many. However, there are some main resources
that are used in determining the challenges con-
sisting of the following work. The default stan-
dard measurements which cover string-based and
embedding-based methods are already mentiond
by (Haddow et al., 2022): BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002), ChrF (Popović, 2015), BERTscore (Zhang
et al., 2020), COMET (Rei et al., 2020b), BLEURT,
(Sellam et al., 2020) and METEOR (Denkowski
and Lavie, 2011). Several major LRMT projects
like GOURMET (Birch et al., 2019), Google Re-
search (Siddhant et al., 2020), FLORES (Guzmán
et al., 2019; Goyal et al., 2022) and more (Isabelle
et al., 2017) currently use the standard metrics. One
previous investigation (Östling and Tiedemann,
2017) used BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) to deter-
mine that 70k sentences was sufficient to provide
decent quality for a neural LRMTS. The assump-
tion from LRMT developers is that including hu-
mans is expensive and time-consuming avoiding
inclusion of more human-like measurements such
as adequacy (Doherty, 2018), HTER (Snover et al.,
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2006), and fluency (Reeder, 2004). This article de-
scribes uses of those metrics along with the follow-
ing others to help better overcome the evaluation
challenge. For the bias and culture challenge, we re-
port two evaluation frameworks used for guidance:
WinoMT (Stanovsky et al., 2019; Stafanovičs et al.,
2020) and MT-GenEval (Currey et al., 2022). For
evaluating human parity value with LRMT, seminal
work (Castilho et al., 2018; Way, 2018) provides in-
sight into translations as a whole used a translation
quality assessment. One quality metric used for
evaluation by projects like the one from (Bayón and
Sánchez-Gijón, 2019) called the Multidimensional
Quality Metric (MQM) (Lommel et al., 2014) iden-
tifies errors from the wide range of possibilities
mentioned. However, it does not seem to take into
account bias and culture, something that we ad-
dress in this article.

Bias and Culture. A challenge only slightly
investigated in the past, accountability of bias and
culture has been identified as lacking in several
sub-fields of NLP including MT and more specifi-
cally LRMT. Work done in 2020 (Hovy et al., 2020)
has already shown that three commercial machine
translation systems (Bing, DeepL, Google) have
some sort of demographic bias in the training data.
The evidence is further corroborated by other inves-
tigators in the field. For commercial systems, (Levy
et al., 2021) have attempted to solve co-reference
resolution pronouns and other gender bias. Another
article (Haroutunian, 2022) has shown that LRMTS
that do not collaborate with the end users can make
communities vulnerable which addresses one of
the major challenges when creating or deploying
LRMTS. More published work (Stafanovičs et al.,
2020) has mitigated bias by annotating words with
gender information while others (Wang et al., 2021)
sought out to explicitly include bias language for
back and forward translation. Those efforts (Hovy
et al., 2020; Stafanovičs et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2021; Haroutunian, 2022) have shown to be some-
what successful; but, they do not provide explicit
thresholds to abide by. We feel that this article
will help move their work in the right direction
by providing thresholds and awareness as shown
by (Daems and Hackenbuchner, 2022) who deliv-
ered a website2 for detecting bias. Our work at-
tempts to achieve results similar to (Drugan and
Babych, 2010)’s work which provide clear direc-

2https://artificiallycorrec.wixsite.
com/biasbyus

tion as a guide of what one should do when creating
an LRMTS. To achieve this, we use background
work from (Saunders and Byrne, 2020) who used
the WinoMT test (Stanovsky et al., 2019) and the
MT-GenEval (Currey et al., 2022) framework as
pre-cursors for writing Section 5.2.

Given the challenges of LRMT, it may be nec-
essary to consider workarounds such as human-in-
the-loop and subdomains. Much has been written
about both of these subjects. Our discussion of
human-in-the-loop follows Castilho et al. (Castilho
et al., 2018). The main difference between their
work and this article it that the topic is based on
comparisons for quality alone, this article presents
quality as a challenge but also presents other chal-
lenges, one of those being the value of a human-
in-the-loop. Castilho et al. (Castilho et al., 2018)
insights several of the key aspects and metrics such
as adequacy and fluency that show the importance
of a human in MT. The humans included in their
project show that BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
scores alone are not enough to judge LRMT output.
We highlight their work in this article as a valid
LRMT case for including humans. Other effects
of human value are found in health crisis situa-
tions like natural disasters and more in Lewis et
al. (Lewis et al., 2011) which provides direction
on what key terminology to use for greater impact
in times of crisis. Other evaluations (Haroutunian,
2022) construct value scenarios to create LRMTS
as language-specific tools not language-agnostic
ones. Their evaluations align closely with ours
and should be considered an additional read when
working with the LRMT challenges. Other broader
work similar to this article yet not focused solely
on LRMT is the work from Bender et al. (Bender
et al., 2021) that recommends involving stakehold-
ers (humans) when deploying systems backed by
LLMs. Their work is closely related to our work
but broader; however, it should be considered as a
key piece of inspiration for this article.

Domain Specificity. We will discuss subdo-
mains in Section 6.2. Some papers (Li et al., 2019;
Moslem et al., 2023) attempt to solve the known do-
main problem via real-time adaptation techniques
while other papers (Britz et al., 2017) use multi-
ple domains in the same MT system. The domain
challenge is obviously one of this most important
challenges; in this article, we do not attempt to
solve it, merely we attempt to provide baseline ad-
vice as to what should be accomplished. To do so,

https://artificiallycorrec.wixsite.com/biasbyus
https://artificiallycorrec.wixsite.com/biasbyus
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we rely on previous work (Haddow et al., 2022;
Kreutzer et al., 2022) that notes that scarce data
along with domain-specific LRMTS are a chal-
lenge. Additionally, they note that zero-shot or
few-shot low-resource language model can worsen
the problem. A good example of how a deployed
LRMTS does not work well with multiple domains
is the human value where standard biblical data
(Agić and Vulić, 2019) did not perform well on
everyday magazine data. Even more LRMT work
(Ortega et al., 2021; Soto et al., 2022) gives proof
on the challenges of translating source sentences
in two languages (a low-resource language and its
high-resource neighbor’s language) to a domain-
specific target language like clinical text or every-
day prose.

5 Quality

The quality expectations of a LRMTS should be
similar to those of a professional translator. An
unfortunate by-product of the increasing amount of
digital resources available is that they dampen per-
formance due to higher search spaces. We consider
the following attributes of a high-quality translation
for different domains as highly important: (1) veri-
fied by humans and (2) adjusted to their domain (3)
free of bias and (4) evaluated for accuracy. There
are several techniques to guarantee quality of which
the main two methods are: involving humans and
estimating quality. Quality estimation of machine
translation must have used a human-in-the-loop re-
gardless if it is for the ground truth translations
or the approval of MT system suggestions. We
highly recommend the use of a framework such
as the Translation Quality Assessment framework
(Castilho et al., 2018) which should include several
of the metrics mentioned in Section 5.1.

What determines if LRMTS translations are
of high quality? Generally speaking, humans de-
termine whether or not a translation is of high qual-
ity. Of course, in a LRMTS, the quality expectation
are generally lower since most LRMTS do not tend
to be of high quality. One way of measuring is
called the translation edit rate (TER) (Snover et al.,
2006) and it is the amount of edits that a profes-
sional translator would take for improving it. As
for an acceptable TER score, acceptable ranges
from previous work (Tonja et al., 2023; Denkowski
and Lavie, 2010; Snover et al., 2006) for LRMTS
should be ≈ 50–70 and by no means should they
be more than 90 (a near useless translation). Other

metrics such as HTER (Human TER), METEOR
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2011), and BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) are considered correlationary
with humans and discussed further in Section 5.1.

Are there methods for estimating quality in
a LRMTS without a human? Although there
are automated methods for estimating the quality
of an LRMTS, the methods generally use some
form of reference (ground-truth) data as is the case
of QuEST (Specia et al., 2013), a framework that
uses word and sentence-level features for estimat-
ing quality similar to a human. We discourage the
use of quality estimation and other automated tech-
niques during the initial phases of the creation of
a LRMTS that is intended to be deployed in the
wild. As mentioned in this article, a human should
always be involved despite the higher time and ex-
pense required, this is even more important during
the initial development stage.

Can a machine determine LRMT quality bet-
ter than a human? Simply put, there is not sub-
stitute for a human in the LRMT creation loop. At
this point in time, to our knowledge, there does
not exist a LRMTS that has achieved nearly the
same performance as high-resource language pairs
like English–German. While some BERT-based
(Devlin et al., 2019) MT systems that use trans-
formers (Vaswani et al., 2017) have achieved near-
human performance when measured by BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002), it is not clear that is the case
for LRMTS or domain-specific situations as was
shown in recent work (Au Yeung et al., 2023) in
the clinical domain.

5.1 Evaluation: What is “Good Enough”?

Several methods have been discussed in this article
for evaluating LRMTS. SOTA review (Freitag et al.,
2022) has shown that conventional methods such
as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), COMET (Rei
et al., 2020a) and CHRF (Popović, 2015) are not
the best methods for neural LRMTS. Evaluation
metrics for LRMTS should be a combination of the
metrics introduced here and account for fluency,
adequacy, human value, bias, and more. A diverse
set of expectations is taken into account using the
Multidimensional Quality Metric (MQM) (Lom-
mel et al., 2014). We propose a comprehensive
list of acceptable or typical ranges for deployable
LRMTS below omitting those that we have already
covered. Keep in mind, that the list is by no means
exhaustive; additionally, major corporations have
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already deployed several LRMTs for low-resource
languages like Quechua and Basque with scores
for these metrics that are lower. The assumption is
that the LRMTS has a reasonable amount of data
(more than 10k parallel sentences).

Metric Range
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) ≈ 15–35
ChrF (Popović, 2015) ≈ 40–70
BERTscore (Zhang et al., 2020) ≈ 60–80
COMET (Rei et al., 2020b) ≈ 15–60
BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) ≈ 25– 50
METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) ≈ 20–50
Fluency (Reeder, 2004) ≈ 1.0–3.0

Table 1: Typical Quality LRMT Metrics

The metrics and accompanying scores in Table 1
are meant to serve as a guide for what a company
could expect from a LRMTS given the current sys-
tems that have been deployed in the wild. Most
LRMTS are not good enough to use in the eyes of
the low-resource community (Mager et al., 2023)
but deployment can be considered for some cases
like crises or others (O’Brien and Cadwell, 2017)
as long as the proper care is taken to set appropriate
expectations (especially for non-critical situations).

5.2 Bias and culture
One source of bad outputs are biases. Much has
been written about biases and other risks (Savoldi
et al., 2021; Bender et al., 2021; Church et al.,
2022; Garcia et al., 2023). There are additional
concerns for LRMT (Haroutunian, 2022), though
there are also benefits, as discussed in Bird’s TED
Talk3 as well as his keynote at ACL-20224. Bird
encourages us to treasure languages and stories
(like gold); we should embrace diversity, and avoid
patronizing/disrespectful terms (e.g., endangered,
indigenous, ethnic). Hopefully, the benefits out-
weigh the risks.

6 Plan B: Workarounds

Given the realities of LRMT, it may be necessary to
consider various workarounds in order to achieve
quality that is good enough to deploy a minimum
viable product. The next two sections consider two
workarounds of many possible: (1) human-in-the-
loop and (2) subdomains.

3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
vfMIWqflNgE

4https://www.2022.aclweb.org/
keynote-speakers

6.1 Plan B: Human-in-the-Loop

The high value of human annotation has already
been shown in previous work. While claims are
made by recent literature (Goyal et al., 2022) that
a human’s involvement is timely and expensive,
it cannot be absent. In order to determine accept-
able values for human involvement, we rely on
the past investigation in the area (Koehn, 2009;
González Rubio, 2014; Way, 2018; Castilho et al.,
2018; Kreutzer et al., 2022; Saldı́as et al., 2022) to
answer the main questions below.

How many human evaluators should a
LRMTS include? While it should be clear that
some human evaluation of the translation out-
put from a LRMTS is better than none, effec-
tive LRMTS generally use more than one native
human evaluator. For example, (Kumar et al.,
2021) were able to show that despite BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) scores around 8, general fluency
was achieved when reviewed by 2 native speakers.
Crowdsourcing on the internet provides another
advantage to gain more annotators; however, (Per-
saud and O’Brien, 2019) have shown that the qual-
ity may be inferior to having human annotation in
the project. Therefore, it is our suggestion that the
LRMTS be evaluated by at least one native speaker
with the ideal number of annotators (near-native
or native) being from 3 to 5 given that the evalua-
tion set is not terribly time-consuming or large (see
work from (Castilho et al., 2018) for more details)
and that the inter-annotator agreement (IAA) have
a KAPPA coefficient range from 50 to 90%. (Birch
et al., 2016; Bojar et al., 2016)

What metrics should a LRMTS use to mea-
sure a human’s value? As previously mentioned,
a high IAA is recommended. However, other met-
rics like quality of annotation and time taken should
be considered. Resulting annotations, often times
using an integral Likert scale like 1–5, should coin-
cide with the desired output requirements of met-
rics like adequacy, fluency, and more (see Section
5.1 for suggested metrics). Previous work from
(Kreutzer et al., 2022) measures IAA and uses non-
native speakers for quality annotations – this pro-
vided evidence that it is not necessary to include
all native speakers but IAA should be high. Other
work (Castilho et al., 2018; Doherty, 2018) men-
tions that translation quality assessments around 60
to 70% are acceptable. For a LRMTS, the human
involvement can lead to high quality LRMTS as
shown by (Saldı́as et al., 2022).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfMIWqflNgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfMIWqflNgE
https://www.2022.aclweb.org/keynote-speakers
https://www.2022.aclweb.org/keynote-speakers
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6.2 Plan B: Subdomain

One of the major challenges for LRMTS is creat-
ing a multi-domain system that works well across
broad states of categories. As an addition, a
LRMTS could include several languages much like
the work from (Guzmán et al., 2019). The expecta-
tions from our standpoint of view are two-fold: (1)
the LRMTS should contain the maximum amount
of parallel sentences available from varied sources
and (2) the LRMTS should notify the user (allbeit
an investigator or low-resource community user) of
the intended domain (unless it is intended for the
generic domain).

How many domains should a LRMTS target?
The simple solution is that an LRMTS should tar-
get infinite domains; but, there is little research that
shows this is possible. Other work (Chu and Wang,
2018; Zeng et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2019; Moslem et al., 2023) explores the possibility
using domain-adaptation techniques. We suggest
that the LRMTS have a rapid way of protyping
domain-specific cases like the work from (Palmer
et al., 1998). While their work is nearly 30 years
past, there is an important takeaway: they used a
six-month effort with two native speakers (French
and Arabic) to extend a generic domain to two spe-
cific domains in turn making the quality of both
domains much better. While we cannot quantify
the amount of resources that a LRMTS has on hand,
we can use previous research as a way of suggesting
that a continuous human-in-the-loop feedback de-
velopment can be rewarding. This was also shown
in recent work for low-resource Irish in the Covid
domain (Lankford et al., 2021) – they achieved im-
provements of 27 points in BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) with 5,000 high-quality translations that in-
cluded human evaluation.

Should the LRMTS mix training data? There
is no simple answer to this question. However,
a LRMTS developer could take into account the
amount of resource available to determine what
would be best. For example, in parallel corpora
benchmarks like Flores (Goyal et al., 2022) with
around 200,000 parallel sentences on multiple do-
mains achieve ≈ 10 BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002).
Unless created for a crisis situation, this system
would probably not be deployable. However, for
domain-specific purposes like law or medicine, if
200,000 parallel sentences were available, a SOTA
technique (Reheman et al., 2023) can achieve rea-
sonable BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) scores mak-

ing it viable. Therefore, it is our suggestion that
LRMTS would be better off if they have domain-
specific parallel data on the order of hundreds of
thousands.

What can be done to overcome the lack of
data in multiple domains? As previously stated,
if data does not exist in a domain, one of the most
viable options would be a domain-adaptation tech-
nique that includes native speakers and human eval-
uation for feedback. In Section 5, we discuss how
quality should be measured. There is no doubt that
this would be time-consuming but we disagree that
“some change is better than no change” (Wagstaff,
2012). Since systems generally do not achieve the
quality necessary to be deployed in non-crisis sit-
uations, when native speakers and others are not
available to verify adaptation or augmentation tech-
niques, we feel that it is best not to create or deploy
the LRMTS.

7 Conclusions

We provided a practical guide of challenges
for companies considering the deployment of a
LRMTS. Much of the work in our field focuses on
English and other high-resource language, but re-
cently, there has been more interest in low-resource
languages. A number of systems support an amaz-
ingly large set of languages. That said, it is a mis-
take to deploy a non-viable system. Adoption of
LRMT can be limited by many factors and the ques-
tion therein lies if the risks are worth the rewards.
A company’s minimum viable product requires suf-
ficient demand with hundreds (if not thousands)
of users in the low-resource community that are
willing to use it. In addition to demand, we also
discussed costs and quality. Quality includes stan-
dard metrics in Table 1 such as BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002), as well as other considerations such as
bias and respect for cultural diversity. These other
considerations may be more difficult to quantify,
but that should not diminish their value. In his TED
Talk, Bird (Footnote 3) encourages us to treasure
languages and stories (like gold); we should em-
brace diversity, and avoid patronizing/disrespectful
terms (e.g., endangered, indigenous, ethnic). Qual-
ity tends to increase with the size of the training set.
For low resource languages, it may not be feasible
to improve quality by increasing the size of the
training set. Two workarounds were discussed to
address these realities: (a) human-in-the-loop and
(b) subdomains.
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